
 

CHAIRMAN'SMEMORANDUM DRAFT   
NO. 08-2009                      October 23, 2009  
                                    

 
TO: SHERIFFS, COMMISSIONERS OF CORRECTION, JAIL ADMINISTRATORS, AND MEDICAL DIRECTORS  

  

RE: REVISED CORRECTION LAW, SECTION 601(A) RELATING TO HEALTH TRANSFER INFORMATION 
 
  
 

Based on the Americans with Disabilities Act, NYS Criminal Procedure Law and Corrections Law, 
and other recent legislation, plus an increasing number of men and women in custody who suffer from 
chronic medical and mental health illnesses, it became apparent that the current Health Transfer Information 
Form was no longer efficient in providing a comprehensive summary.  In consultation with representatives 
from New York State’s Department of Correctional Services, Department of Health, and Office of Mental 
Health, as well as volunteers from the county jails, a revision was completed by the Commission of 
Correction to better improve communication between all entities involved in the health care of the New 
York’s incarcerated population.  

 
As a result of the cooperative efforts of all, the Commission now has a revised Health Transfer 

Information Form to satisfy the requirements of Section 601(a) of the New York State Correction Law. New 
features of the enclosed form include clearer guidelines concerning when to complete a telephone 
notification to the NYS DOCS Medical Classification and Movement Analyst, plus a data set to improve the 
identification of inmates with both physical and/or sensory disabilities. Additionally there is revision to the 
Mental Health Information section which reports more concise information regarding psychiatric diagnoses.  

  
 There is also an additional HIV- Health Transfer Information Form to report laboratory results and 
other facts, which only needs to be completed on confirmed HIV/AIDS cases being transferred. 
 
 As with the older version of the form, all pages of the Health Transfer Information Form need to be 
placed in a sealed envelope, to protect patient confidentiality. The transfer procedures as to when to use this 
new Health Transfer Information Form and HIV– Health Transfer Information Form remain the same; the 
only difference is the form. As of January 1, 2010, please use the new form for all transfers to DOCS. 
.  
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 The new Health Transfer Information Form (#3611SOC) can be ordered from the NYS DOCS 
Elmira Print Shop by requesting it either by fax at 607-734-4052 or contacting the Elmira Print Shop by 
telephone at 607-734-3901, ext. 2300. The price for the two page form is $32.00 per package if ordering one 
to nine packages. If ordering ten or more packages, the price is reduced to $27.20 a package. Each package 
will consist of seventy-five sets of the two pages that complete the Health Transfer Information Form. 
 
 The one-page HIV – Health Transfer Information Form (#3114SCOC) can also be ordered through 
the Elmira Print Shop. The prices are $18.00 a package for one to nine packages; if requesting ten or more 
packages, the cost is decreased to $15.30 a package. Each package of the HIV– Health Transfer Information 
Form includes one hundred and sixty forms.  
 
 For those facilities that have a low number of transferees that would require an HIV– Health Transfer 
Information Form, it is suggested that consideration be given to several counties splitting a package for use. 
 

Please contact the Commission’s Forensic Medical Unit at (518) 485-2463 if you have any 
questions.  
 
 

  
  

               Thomas A. Beilein, Chairman 
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